Diacylphosphatidylinositol (PI) is the starting reactant in the process of phosphatidylinositide-related signal transduction mediated through the lipid raft domain. We investigated intermolecular interactions of PI with major raft components, sphingomyelin (SM) and cholesterol (Chol), using surface pressure-molecular area (π-A) isotherm measurements. The classical mean molecular area versus composition plot showed that the measured mean molecular areas are smaller in PI/Chol mixed monolayers and larger in PI/SM mixed monolayers than those calculated on the basis of the ideal additivity. These results indicate that PI interacts attractively with Chol and repulsively with SM. In addition, we energetically evaluated the interaction of PI with SM/Chol mixtures and found that the mixing energy of PI/SM/Chol ternary monolayers decreased as the molar ratio of Chol to SM increased. In order to quantitatively analyze the distribution of PI we calculated the chemical potentials of mixing of PI into the SM/Chol mixed monolayer and into the dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) monolayer, which was used as a model for the fluid matrix, on the basis of partial molecular area analysis. Analysis using the chemical potential of mixing of PI suggested that partition of PI molecules between these two monolayers can be changed by a factor of about 1.7 in response to change in Chol molar fraction in the SM/Chol mixed monolayer from 0.3 to 0.6 when the concentration of PI in the DOPC monolayer is kept constant at 7 mol%.
We investigated the interaction between diacylphosphatidylinositol (PI) and the main lipid components of the raft, a functional microdomain in biomembranes, by analyzing surface pressure-molecular area (π-A) isotherms in order to find a clue to the incorporation mechanism of PI molecules into the raft domain.
An acidic phospholipid, PI, and its derivatives have been shown to mediate a variety of physiological functions in cells by affecting the activity and/or localization of membrane-associated proteins 1, 2 . Upon intracellular stimulation PI is phosphorylated to phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PIP) and phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2). The breakdown products of PIP2, diacylglycerol (DG) and phosphatidylinositol-1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3), act as second messengers and are linked to the signal transduction 3, 4 . Thus, PI is the starting reactant in the process of phosphatidylinositiderelated signal transduction.
Recently the lipid raft has attracted researchers' interest as a relay station for signal transduction 5 . The raft domains have been characterized as detergent-resistant membranes (DRMs), which consist of specific lipids and proteins, e.g., sphingomyelin (SM), glycosphingolipids (GSL), cholesterol (Chol) and glycophosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins. The relatively rigid raft domains are distinguished from the surrounding fluid matrix because they consist of lipids which are packed tightly as in the gel phase, keeping their lateral mobility as high as in the fluid matrix.
Model membrane systems have provided fundamental information on the structural and thermodynamical properties of the raft. Addition of Chol molecules to SM bilayers in the fluid phase gives rise to an ordered phase, called the liquid-ordered (L o ) phase [6] [7] [8] , whose physical properties are similar to those of the raft as reviewed previously 9 . Interaction between SM and Chol molecules in the L o phase may be mediated through several factors such as the network of weak hydrogen bonds 10 and steric matching that the large polar headgroups of SM overlie the small Chol molecule to prevent the exposure of the nonpolar part of Chol to water 11 . The steric matching between lipid molecules is referred to as the umbrella model 12 . These intermolecular interactions between SM and Chol may work also in the biological raft to make it more rigid than the surrounding fluid matrix.
Recent in vivo studies have revealed the raft-dependent accumulation of phosphatidylinositides in defined membrane region [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It is well established that glycophosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins, which link to the bilayer membrane via PI moiety, are enriched in the raft 5 . One of the pivotal phosphatidylinositides for the signal transduction is PIP2 and as much as half of it is present in the cellular caveola, which is a related domain to the raft 18 , containing enriched SM, Chol and signal proteins 19 . On the other hand, only about 10% of the cellular PI is contained in the raft/caveola 20 . However, Pike and Casey speculated that PI is highly enriched in the raft/caveola domains, considering that these domains represent less than 1% of the plasma membrane in most cells and PI is much more abundant in cells than its breakdown products 20 . In vivo experiments revealed that the Chol is a crucial component for the accumulation of PIP2 and GPI-anchored proteins into the raft compartment. Pike and Miller 21 reported that Chol-depletion delocalizes PIP2 and inhibits hormonestimulated phosphatidylinositol turnover in the A431 cell of Madin-Darby canine kidney. Mayor et al. 22 observed the Chol-dependent retention of GPI-anchored proteins in endosomes and suggested the involvement of the rafts in their endocytic sorting. As for the mechanism of PI accumulation into the raft, there are no investigations on the intermolecular interaction of PI with raft components as far as we know.
In this study, we examined the intermolecular interaction between PI and the major raft components, SM and Chol, using monolayer systems. The π-A isotherm analysis is one of the most powerful tools to evaluate the molecular interaction and has been extensively applied to raft components [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The deviation from additivity rules in the average molecular area showed that PI interacts attractively with Chol and, in contrast, repulsively with SM at the physiologically relevant pressure. In addition, we energetically evaluated the intermolecular interaction of PI with SM/Chol mixtures and found that the mixing energy of PI into the SM/Chol depends on the composition of SM/Chol mixture. Assuming for simplicity of calculation that PI molecules distribute between the SM/Chol and DOPC domains coexisting separately, we evaluated the relative concentration of PI in these two domains by calculating the chemical potential of mixing of PI. We discussed the distribution of PI in raftcontaining biomembranes on the basis of our analysis in the monolayer systems.
Materials and methods

Materials
Egg-sphingomyelin (SM), cholesterol (Chol), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylcholine (DOPC) and phosphatidylinositol (PI) extracted from bovine liver were purchased from Avaiti Polar Lipid Inc. (Alabaster, AL) and used without further purification. 
Surface pressure measurements
Monolayers of lipid mixtures were prepared on a computer-controlled Langmuir-type film balance (USI System, Fukuoka, Japan) calibrated by stearic acid. The subphase was bidistilled and freshly deionized water from Milli-Q system (Millipore Corp.). The apparatus was covered with a plastic shield, which prohibited dust from depositing on the water surface. Thirty micro-liters of lipid solution (1 mg/mL) were spread onto the aqueous subphase (100×290 mm 2 ) with a glass micropipette (Drummond Scientific Company, Pennsylvania, USA). The monolayers were compressed at a rate of 20 mm 2 /sec after the initial delay period of 10 min for evaporation of organic solvents. The subphase temperature was controlled to be 25.0 ± 0.1°C. We repeated the measurements three to five times under the same conditions to obtain reliable results. These measurements gave the molecular areas at the corresponding pressure within the error of 0.02 nm 2 .We checked the influence of oxidation of unsaturated chains in PI at the air-water interface by intentionally exposing the PI monolayers to the air for 10-30 min before compression 30 . The change in the isotherm by the prolonged exposure of PI molecules to the air was within the error described above.
Analysis
We evaluated the intermolecular interaction in lipid binary mixtures at the surface pressure of 30 mN/m on the basis of the deviations of experimentally obtained mean molecular areas (A mes ) from those of ideal mixtures (A 12 );
where We calculated the excess Gibbs energy of mixing, ΔG ex , to definitively evaluate the miscibility of the lipids.
where R is the gas constant and T is absolute temperature. The mixing energy of ideal particles (ΔG id ) is subtracted from the Gibbs energy of mixing (ΔG mix ) because ΔG id is independent of molecular species. According to Goodlich
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ΔG ex was calculated as an integral of the deviation, ΔA, over the surface pressure π;
Areal compressibility (C s ) at the surface pressure of 30 mN/m was calculated from the π-A isotherm using
The compressibility in ideal mixtures (C 12 ) is calculated according to Ali et al. 32 ;
where C s1 and C s2 are the compressibilities of the pure component 1 and 2, respectively. Ali et al. 32 suggested that C 12 is additive with respect to the product of C si and A i , rather than C si for either ideal or completely non-ideal mixing. Areal compressibility (C s ) was expressed in term of areal compressional modulus (C s -1 ) for easy comparison with previous data.
Results
Intermolecular interaction of PI with SM, Chol and DOPC
We examined intermolecular interaction of diacylphosphatidylionsitol (PI) with two major raft components, sphingomyelin (SM) and cholesterol (Chol), and with a model lipid for the fluid matrix, dioleoylphospatidylcholine (DOPC). First, the surface pressure versus molecular area (π-A) isotherms for pure PI, pure SM and PI/SM monolayers at 25.0 ± 0.1°C are shown in Figure 1a . The isotherm for the pure SM monolayer showed a low slope region (π = 14-26 mN/m) corresponding to the phase transition between liquid expanded (LE) and liquid condensed (LC) phases as described previously 23, 24, 33 though the transition is obscure due to heterogeneity of chain species in SM molecules. With increasing molar fraction of PI the isotherm shifted toward the higher molecular area, changing its shape.
To analyze interaction between PI and SM molecules we plotted the mean molecular areas as a function of the molar fraction of PI, X PI (Fig. 1b) . Here, we focused on the surface pressure of 30 mN/m because monolayers at this pressure have been used as a model for biomembranes [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . The deviations of A mes from area additivity expressed by equation (1) were positive in all composition range, indicating that repulsive interaction works between PI and SM molecules.
In addition to molecular area analysis, we estimated the C s -1 values at 30 mN/m in PI/SM mixed monolayers according to equation (4) . They gave good agreement with the theoretical C 12 -1 values (solid line in Fig. 1c ) calculated on the basis of additivity of compressibility given by equation (5), indicating that the lateral elasticity behaves ideally in PI/SM mixed monolayers.
Secondly, we examined intermolecular interaction between PI and Chol, which is another essential component constituting the raft. The π-A isotherms for pure PI, pure Chol and PI/Chol mixed monolayers at 25 ± 0.1°C are shown in Figure 2a . The pure Chol isotherm (leftmost in Fig. 2a ) exhibited steep rise in the surface pressure at the molecular area of about 0.4 nm 2 /molecule, indicating that the gas phase is directly transformed into the LC phase 28 . In PI/Chol mixtures, the deviations from area additivity are always negative irrespective of X PI (Fig. 2b) . Thus, in distinct contrast to SM, Chol induced the intermolecular condensation with PI. These results are consistent with the previous in vivo experiments that Chol depletion caused PI-dispersion from the Chol-rich domains (raft /caveola) 21, 22 . In PI/Chol monlayers the compressional modulus C s -1 gradually decreased with increasing X PI up to ~0.7, showing positive deviation from the theoretical line (solid line in Fig.  2c ) calculated from additivity of compressibility (Eq. (5)). There seemed to be discontinuity in C s -1 at X PI~0 .7, above which data points fell on the theoretical line. This biphasic response of C s -1 to X PI may imply that a phase boundary between the liquid disordered (L d ) and liquid ordered (L o ) phases lies at X PI~0 .7 as interpreted by Zhai et al. 38 for a lactosylceramide/Chol system.
Since the majority of lipids surrounding the rafts in biomembranes are generally in the fluid state, comparative study between PI/raft component and PI/fluid lipid mixtures should be required. We used PI/DOPC monolayers because DOPC is one of the representative unsaturated phospholipids with the same headgroup as SM and the DOPC monolayer has been extensively used as a model for the fluid membrane 11, 39, 40 . The π-A isotherms for pure PI, pure DOPC and PI/DOPC mixed monolayers at 25 ± 0.1°C are shown in Figure 3a . We evaluated the interaction between PI and DOPC molecules at 30 mN/m as described above. As a result, the deviation of A mes from area additivity was positive, indicating that the repulsive interaction was induced between PI and DOPC molecules (Fig. 3b) . However, the deviations of A mes from area additivity in PI/DOPC monolayers were smaller than those in PI/SM monolayers. These results suggested that PI molecules have affinity in the order of Chol > DOPC > SM.
Excess Gibbs energy of mixing of PI with SM/Chol mixtures (SCm)
We investigated the PI/SM/Chol ternary system, focusing on the interaction of PI with SM/Chol mixtures. In monolayer studies, it has been reported that attractive interaction works between the SM and Chol molecules in any composition range 23, 24 and gives rise to a rigidified membrane in the L o phase. Here, let us call the SM/Chol mixture 'SCm' for convenience. In order to systematically analyze the ternary monolayer, we examined interactions between PI molecules and SCm with a fixed molar ratio of Chol to SM + Chol, r Chol , as suggest by Birdi 41 . The Chol molar ratio in the SCm, r Chol , is defined as 
where X SM and X Chol are the molar fractions of SM and Chol in the PI/SM/Chol ternary monolayers, respectively. Thus, we can estimate the interaction of PI molecules with a SCm having an appropriate r Chol value, as in the binary mixtures. We used the excess Gibbs energy of mixing, ΔG ex SCm to evaluate the intermolecular interaction energetically. Equation (3) for a binary mixture can be applied to the ternary mixture with keeping the r Chol constant. Substituting A 1 , A 2 , X 1 and X 2 by the corresponding parameters in the PI/SCm system, A PI , X PI , A SCm and X SCm (=X SM +X Chol =1 −X PI ), respectively, we have
where A mes is the experimentally obtained mean molecular area in the ternary monolayer. The value of A SCm is the experimentally obtained mean molecular area in the SM/Chol binary mixture rather than the mean molecular area calculated from ideal additivity, i.e., A SM (1 − r Chol ) + A Chol r Chol . Hence, ΔG ex SCm represents the excess Gibbs energy of mixing of PI molecules and the preexisting SCm. Since ΔG ex SCm defined here does not contain the ideal Gibbs energy of mixing, the interaction between PI and the SCm may be repulsive when ΔG ex SCm > 0 and attractive when ΔG ex SCm <0. Dependence of ΔG ex SCm on X PI with the r Chol value fixed at 0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 1.0 is shown in Figure 4 . The energetic analysis supported the results of the mean molecular area analysis in PI/SM and PI/Chol monolayers that PI interacted repulsively with SM and attractively with Chol over the whole range of X PI . The maximum of ΔG ex in the SM/PI mixed monolayers (r Chol = 0) seemed to lie at X PI = 0.1~0.2 rather than X PI = 0.5, where the number of the pair of PI and SM would be the largest if they mixed homogeneously. Therefore, the PI and SM molecules may segregate weakly at higher X PI . In the PI/SCm ternary mixtures, ΔG ex SCm changed from positive to negative as r Chol increased. The value of ΔG ex SCm was nearly equal to zero at r Chol~0 .6. Thus, the PI/SCm monlayers at 30 mN/m became thermodynamically more stable as r Chol increased.
Discussion
Intermolecular interaction in PI/Chol and PI/SM mixed monolayers
Phospatidylinositol is the starting reactant in the process of phosphatidylinositide-related signal transduction, which has been suggested to work through the membrane raft. Although in vivo experiments have suggested the importance of Chol in phosphatidylinositide incorporation into the raft 21, 22, 42 , there are no quantitative studies on the intermolecular interaction of PI molecule with raft components, e.g., SM and Chol, as far as we know. Here, mean molecular area versus composition analysis revealed that PI molecules interact repulsively with SM and attractively with Chol. These results are consistent with in vivo experiments that depletion of Chol suppressed the accumulation of phos- , as a function of X PI . The value of ΔG ex SCm was calculated by integration of area deviation (ΔA) over the surface pressure (Eq. (7)). The molar ratios of Chol in the SCm, r Chol , are 0 (filled inverted triangle), 0.3 (filled square), 0.6 (filled circle), 0.9 (filled diamond) and 1.0 (filled triangle).
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phatidylinositides in the raft/caveola 21, 22 . Furthermore, we found that PI/Chol mixed monolayers exhibit biphasic behavior in elastic properties, which depend mainly on the configuration of the hydrocarbon chains 25, 38, 43 ; the C s -1 values fell on the theoretical line for the corresponding ideal mixture, C 12 -1 , (solid line in Fig. 2c ) in the high X PI region, and deviated positively from C 12 -1 in the low X PI region (X PI ≤0.7). Thus, a phase boundary between the soft and rigid phases lies around the Chol molar ratio, X Chol , of 0.3.
We speculated that addition of Chol into the PI monolayer induces the disordered-to-liquid ordered (L d -to-L o ) phase transition as observed in lactosylceramides (LacCer)/ Chol mixed monolayers 38 . Discontinuity in C s -1 in the LacCer/ Chol system is also located at the Chol molar ratio of about 0.3. The LacCer molecule with a large disaccharide headgroup has similar structural features in terms of the mismatch between cross sectional areas of the head and hydrocarbon chain moieties. However, the C s -1 values in the region of high Chol molar ratio were much smaller in PI/Chol monolayers than in LacCer/Chol monolayers.
This disagreement can be explained by the presence of unsaturated acyl chains in the PI sample we used; it contained nearly equimolar saturated and unsaturated species of acyl chains (see Materials and methods). Unsaturation in the hydrocarbon chain reduces the C s -1 value in the phosphatidylcholine/Chol 43 and LacCer/Chol 38 mixed monolayers. The C s -1 value of the equimolar mixture of Chol and LacCer with saturated (18: 0) hydrocarbon chains is about three times as large as that of the equimolar mixture of Chol and LacCer with unsaturated (18 : 1) hydrocarbon chains. Although the degree of unsaturation affects the C s -1 value, it might hardly affect the Chol molar ratio which makes the phase boundary between L o and L d phases as suggested by Thewalt and Bloom 44 that presence of more than 25 mol% Chol can induce the L o phase in phosphatidylcholine irrespective of whether the hydrocarbon chain has mono-cis double bond or not. Thus, the discontinuity in C s -1 could be observed in PI/Chol monolayers even if acyl chains of PI were highly inhomogeneous.
In contrast to the behavior of C s -1 , the mean molecular areas exhibited condensation in the PI/Chol system and expansion in the PI/SM system over the whole range of X PI , irrespective of whether addition of Chol induced a phase transition. The mean molecular area in the PI/Chol system did not show discrete change at X Chol ≈ 0.3 (Fig. 2b) as observed in the mixed monolayers of LacCer with homogeneous hydrocarbon chains and Chol. It is not clear whether there is discontinuity in the first derivative of the average molecular area, which indicates the existence of a phase boundary 45 . Generally speaking, it is difficult to identify the factors contributing to the deviation of the mean molecular area from ideal additivity because complicated two-body and multibody interactions among the lipids are involved in determination of the molecular area. Chol-induced condensation (Fig. 2b) may be caused by a combination of the suppression of trans-gauche isomerization in the PI molecules next to Chol, the coverage over Chol by the large headgroups of neighboring PI molecules (umbrella effect) and so forth 46, 47 . In the PI/SM monolayers one of the crucial factors for area expansion (Fig. 1b) might be that the intercalated SM molecule between PI molecules can destroy the hydrogen bond network among inositol rings of PI molecules [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . It is also difficult to explain unequivocally the effect of the degree of unsaturation on the behavior of the mean molecular area. However, it should be noted that introduction of double bonds into hydrocarbon chains does not necessarily lead to repulsive interaction with major lipid raft components. Against expectation, Zhai et al. 38 observed positive deviation of the mean molecular area from ideal additivity in the LacCer with saturated chains/Chol monolayers and negative deviation in the LacCer with unsaturated chains/Chol monolayers. Furthermore, Fridriksson et al.
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reported that detergent-resistant membranes (DRMs/rafts) from RBL-2H3 cells activated by IgE-FceRI cross-linking exhibit a larger ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated and monounsaturated phospholipids than those from unstimulated cells.
Quantitative analysis of the distribution of PI molecules
On the basis of deviations from ideal area additivity, we calculated the excess mixing energies of PI into the SM/Chol mixtures (SCm), ΔG ex SCm , to energetically evaluate the affinity of PI to the SCm. Although the results in Figure. 4 gave an insight to the Chol-dependent change in affinity of PI to SCm, they cannot be used for estimation of partition of PI molecules into different domains. As a first step toward the quantitative estimation of PI distribution, we assumed for simplicity of calculation that PI molecules are distributed between preexisting SCm and DOPC domains which are completely immiscible and laterally separated. PI molecules added to the membrane are distributed in equilibrium as their chemical potential in the two domains is the same:
where μ PI SCm and μ PI DOPC are the chemical potential of PI molecules in the SCm domain and the DOPC domain, respectively. We can rewrite equation (8) using the chemical potential of mixing of PI molecules, Δμ PI , i.e., the difference in chemical potential between PI molecules in the pure state and in the mixture at 30 mN/m, as
The mixing chemical potential can be calculated from the partial-specific area of PI, A PI , which is obtained by extending well-known concept of partial-specific volume according to Edholm and Nagle 46 . Figure 5 illustrates how to calculate the A PI in a mixed monolayer. At first the mean molecular area obtained as a function of X PI was fitted to a quadratic function f(X PI ) for convenience of calculation. The value of A PI at a desired X PI is obtained as the X PI = 1 intercept of the tangent of f(X PI ) at the X PI 46,54 . The chemical potential of mixing of PI, Δμ PI , is calculated as:
( 1 0 ) where k B is the Boltzmann constant and ΔA PI = A PI (X PI )-A PI (1). The ΔA PI is integrated over the surface pressure (π = 0-30 mN/m). It should be noted that Δμ PI SCm depends on X PI and the composition of SCm (r Chol ). We plotted Δμ PI SCm (X PI , r Chol ) with constant r Chol as a function of X PI , together with Δμ PI DOPC (X PI ) in Figure 6 . All the Δμ PI increased monotonously as X PI increased. The slope is steeper in the lower X PI region due to the term of ideal mixing (first term of Eq. (10)).
Distribution of PI molecules between the SCm and DOPC domains can be estimated by equation (9):
where X PI SCm and X PI DOPC are the molar fraction of PI in the assumed SCm and DOPC domains, respectively. Graphically speaking, the intersections (a and b in Fig. 6 ) of a horizontal line and Δμ PI (X PI ) give the molar fraction of PI in the coexisting domains.
Finally, we would like to compare our calculation with the data from biological systems. Though the estimation of the partition of PI on the basis of Figure 6 must be tentative and rough because of the difference between simple artificial monolayer and multicomponent biomembrane with bilayer configuration, it can be the first step for further quantitative studies. Fridriksson et al. 53 reported that the PI occupies 7.4% of all phospholipids in plasma membranes (PMs). This PI composition in PMs may be nearly equal to that in the fluid matrix because the raft/caveolae represents less than 1% of PM lipids in most cells 20 . Therefore, we adopt 0.07 for the value of X PI DOPC (arrow (a) in Fig. 6 ). This leads to the value of ~0.12 for X PI SCm (arrow (b) in Fig. 6 ) in the SCm with r Chol = 0.6, which is close to the upper limit of Chol solubility in lipid bilayers 55 . The value of 0.12 roughly agrees with the PI concentration (14-16%) in the raft membranes extracted as detergent-resistant membranes (DRMs/ rafts) from RBL-2H3 mast cells 53 . Incidentally, Δμ PI DOPC at X PI DOPC = 0.07 is nearly equal to Δμ PI SCm (r Chol = 0.3) at the same concentration of X PI SCm , that is, there appears no PI concentration gradient between the fluid DOPC domain and the SCm with r Chol ~0.3. These results are consistent with the fact that Chol cannot induce the raft or L o phase completely if r Chol <0.3 55 . Our results suggested that PI concentration in the SCm (model raft) can be controlled by a factor of about 1.7 (0.12/0.07) as r Chol is changed between 0.3 and 0.6 (Fig. 7) . Furthermore, the behavior of Δμ PI in the range of small X PI suggested that the condensation rate is much larger than 1.7 if the molar fraction of PI in the fluid DOPC matrix is much smaller than 0.07. If the results obtained for PI molecules are applicable to phospatidylinositides such as PIP2, whose concentration in the membrane is quite low, they might be concentrated in the SCm domain at a high rate. Thus, these static analyses showed fairly good agreement with the characteristics of PI distribution in biomembranes notwithstanding the difference between artificial monolayers and biomembranes; in addition to the structural difference as mentioned above the processes in biological membranes are dynamical. Although the results obtained in an artificial system should not be applied straightforwardly to the bio- Figure 5 Analysis of partial molecular area of PI at given X PI , A PI (X PI ). Mean molecular area versus X PI plot for the PI/SCm (r Chol =0.9) mixed monolayer at 30 mN/m is shown as an example for calculation of A PI (X PI ). The mean molecular area data were fitted to a quadratic function, f(X PI ) (solid line). The value of A PI (X PI ) obtained as the intercept at X PI = 1.0 of the tangent to the fitted curve f(X PI ); the calculation in the case of X PI = 0.3 (arrow) is shown in the figure. ΔA PI = A PI (X PI )-A PI (1), where A PI (1) is the molecular area of pure PI. logical system and further studies with bilayer systems are needed, analysis based on the partial-specific area will be a useful tool for quantitative understanding of incorporation of various molecules into the raft domain. Figure 7 Chol-induced redistribution of PI molecules between the SCm and the fluid matrix, speculated from the results obtained in the model monolayer systems. When r Chol~0 .3, PI may be equally distributed between the fluid matrix and the SCm (upper). The PI molecules will be gradually transferred from the fluid matrix to the SCm as r Chol increases (lower).
